UNIVERSITY CHAIRS

University Chairs
University Chair in Creative Writing, Dr. Benjamin Fountain III, 2014-2016
University Chair in Cancer Research, Dr. Ronald Walter, 1999-ongoing
University Chair in Materials Science, Engineering, and Commercialization,
Dr. Mark Holtz, 2013-ongoing
University Chair in Criminology and Geographic Profiling, Dr. Kim Rossmo, 2007-ongoing

ENDOWED CHAIRS

Jesse H. Jones Distinguished Chair in Geographic Education
Dr. Richard Boehm, Professor of Geography, 1998-ongoing

Fields Endowed Chairs
Dr. James P. LeSage, Fields Endowed Chair of Urban and Regional Economics
Department of Finance & Economics, 2006-ongoing

Dr. K. Michele Kacmar, Fields Endowed Chair in Ethics and Corporate Responsibility
Department of Management, September 2014-ongoing

McCoy Endowed Chair
Dr. Cecily A. Raiborn, McCoy Endowed Chair, Department of Accounting, 2006-ongoing

Alexander-Stone Endowed Chair of Genetics
Dr. Michael Forstner, Professor of Biology, January 2008-ongoing

Meadows Center Endowed Chair in Water Conservation
Dr. Timothy T. Loftus, Professor of Practice in Geography, 2015-ongoing

ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS

Jesse H. and Mary Gibbs Jones Professor of Southwestern Studies
Dr. Joaquin Rivaya-Martinez, Associate Professor of History, 2015-2018

NEH Distinguished Teaching Professorship in the Humanities
Dr. Margaret Menninger, Associate Professor of History, 2015-2018

William P. Hobby Professor of Public Service
Dr. Howard Balanoff, Professor of Political Science, 1998-ongoing

Jerome T. and Catherine E. Supple Professor of Southwestern Studies
Dr. Jesus Frank De La Teja, Director of the Southwest Regional Humanities Center,
2012-ongoing
ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS (Con’t)

McCoy Professorship
Mr. Patrick Oles Jr., McCoy Professor of Business, 2007-ongoing

Ingram Professor of History
Dr. James McWilliams, Professor of History, 2013-2016

Bruce and Gloria Ingram Professor
Dr. Harold P. Stern, Professor, Ingram School of Engineering, 2014-2017
Dr. Vishu Viswanathan, Professor, Ingram School of Engineering, 2012-2021

Formosa Plastics Professorship
Dr. Gary Beall, Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2011-2017

Sam Barshop Professorship in Entrepreneurial Studies
Dr. Jana R. Minifie, Professor of Management, 2016-2019

Stephen R. Gregg Sr., Excellence Professorship
Dr. Jeremy J. Sierra, Associate Professor of Marketing, 2016-2019

Brandon Dee Roberts Excellence Professorship
Dr. Tahir Ekin, Assistant Professor of Computer Information Systems and Quantitative Methods, 2016-2019

Homer E. Prince Professorship of Microbiology
Robert J.C. McLean, Regents’ Professor of Biology, 2012-ongoing

Meadows Endowed Professor of Environmental Flows
Dr. Thomas Hardy, Professor of Physics, 2014-2019

Dean Paul R. Gowens, Excellence Professorship in Business Administration
Ms. Vicki L. West, Senior Lecturer in Marketing, 2015-2018

Tom and Jo Roddy Excellence Professorship in Finance
Dr. Ha C. Yi, Associate Professor of Finance and Economics, 2015-2018
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